
Tinder

**About Tinder**

Tinder is the most popular dating app in the world. It allows users to get to know singles in their

surroundings. 

With Tinder you can easily get to know singles in your surroundings. The principle of Tinder is very

simple: Twitter presents you pictures of singles in your vicinity. Swipe right to Like the single

person, swipe left to show that the shown person is not your type. You can get in touch with a

person not until you liked each other. Chat with your matches and arrange a meeting when the

chemistry is right.

**Tinder – how does it work?**

-	Meet new people: By using Tinder you can easily get to know singles in your surroundings. The

app presents you profile pictures of Tinder users in your vicinity. Swipe right to Like someone,

swipe left to signal that you have no further interest. On Tinder first impression is most important.

Either you like the single person at first glance or not. If you are unsure whether you want to swipe

right or left, you can also read through a short self-description of the person. 

-	Double opt-in: Tinder counts on the so called double opt-in which means that you only can get in

touch with a person if you liked each other. If both of you are interested in getting in touch with

another, it is a match. From this moment on you can write in a separate chat and maybe arrange a

meeting if the chemistry is right. 

-	Easy registration: You can connect your Tinder profile with Facebook. Due to that, Tinder takes

all important information and pictures from your Facebook account in order to create your profile. 

-	Tinder Plus: With an upgrade to Tinder Plus you can benefit from many advantages like unlimited

Likes or more Super Likes with which you can emphasize even better when you like someone. You

can also use the special Rewind feature which enables you to give singles a second chance. 

-	Tinder Gold: With Tinder Gold you can use all advantages of Tinder Plus and also enjoy the

special Likes You feature. With the help of this feature, you see who likes you before you swipe. 

Conclusion: With Tinder you easily get to know new people in your surroundings. Decide which

singles you like by using the special swipe principle and hope for matches with your favorites in

order to get in touch with them. Tinder is the modern dating platform with which you might find the

love of your life soon. 


